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Confederate Flag Removed from Chapel Farewell to
Moshell

PARKER FISKE ’18 AND
JAMES KAYNOR ’21
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
Over the summer Trinity College removed the
finial, a decorative element at the top of a pew,
given by the alumni of the
Pi Kappa Alpha (Pike) fraternity. Its removal brings
the discussion about Confederate iconography at
institutions of higher education to Trinity College.
The removal of the Pike
finial comes on the heels
of a nationwide discussion
about Confederate iconography in public spaces.
In August, a group of
alt-right protesters assembled in Charlottesville to protest the removal of the statue of Robert
E. Lee. This event ended
in tragedy and sparked a
national discourse about
the role of confederate

symbols in public spaces.
Just last February, Yale
President Peter Salovey
announced the decision to
rename Calhoun College,
to give the confederate
past a rest and move the
college in a new direction.

The finial was given
as a means to celebrate
the fraternity’s role at
this college. It depicts
Corporal Julian Edward
Wood holding a Confederate flag. Wood served

COURTESY OF Trinity College
Confederate iconography was removed from the chapel.

temporarily in the armies
of the Confederacy during
the Civil War. He was
one of the five graduate
students who founded
the first Pi Kappa Alpha
chapter at The University of Virginia in 1868.

see CHAPEL on page 3

BEN GAMBUZZA ’20
MANAGING EDITOR

After 40 years of
teaching at Trinity
College, Prof. Gerald
Moshell will retire in
June, 2018. On Friday
Sept. 22, he conducted a special concert to
commemorate his time
here. The program
featured many of his
favorite works, some
influenced heavily by
the composer he respects most: Igor Stravinsky. The orchestra
was made up of members from the Hartford
Symphony as well as
other local professional
musicians.
see Moshell on page 9

Reflections on Trinity’s Paris Study Abroad Soccer Teams Continue Progress
JOSEPH LADD ’19
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Men’s soccer suffered a
couple of losses this past
week, the first being a close
match against out of conference opponent Endicott
College last Wednesday. In
fact, it was the Bantams’
first out of conference loss
since 2011–a very commendable streak in modern
college athletics. Trinity
kept it close during the first
half, allowing only one Endicott goal, but fell behind
2-0 into the first minute of
the second half. Despite the
momentary deficit, Trinity
kept pace for most of the

second half. In the 79th
minute, Bantam back Henry Belt (’21) helped senior
tri-captain Cody Savonen
(’18) score into an empty
net to put the Bantams on
the board to make it 2-1.
Also assisting on the play
was Trinity back Chris
Monnes (’21). Despite the
heartbreaking loss, Trinity
outshot Endicott 16-14, after a 9-4 deficit in the first
half, and took five of the
game’s six corner kicks in
the second half. Tri-captain
goalkeeper Mateo Zabala
(’18) finished with six saves.
see SOCCER on page 12

COURTESY OF Mary Sullivan
Paris is a popular destination for Trinity students looking to study French language and history.

MARY SULLIVAN ’19
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This August, I packed my
life up and sent it in two
(oversized and overweight,
sorry Mom) suitcases to Paris. My French is horrible
and I’ve never really left the
United States before, so why
I thought I could handle living in a foreign country where
I don’t speak the language is
beyond me.
Here I am on week four

– and it’s amazing. It’s so cliché to say that going abroad
will change your life, but I
can already see why this experience is so important. I’ve
lived my whole life in the
same bedroom, in the same
house, in the same small
town where everyone experienced the same things. I
had never gone more than
three weeks without seeing
my parents, and I’ve never lived farther than three
minutes from my best friend.

Then suddenly I moved
into a chic city where everyone carries baguettes and
drinks wine like it’s water,
not that I am complaining
about the latter. Here I am
of age to drink and it isn’t
weird to wear heels to class.
Being in France has taught
me just how different other
cultures are while also forcing myself to truly live on
my own for the first time.
see PARIS on page 7

COURTESY OF Trinity College Student Photographers
Trinity volleyball continues to make strides this season.
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Corrections
Last week, we made three mistakes, one in our editorial, and two
in our story about the Educational Policy Committee (EPC). In our
editorial, we stated that a TrinAlert was sent on July 21st. The alert
was sent on June 21st. We also quoted Dean Cresswell as saying that
“Reputation is scientific.” He actually said “Repuation is not scientific.”
Also, Sam Holley wrote the EPC article, not Joe DiBacco.

Errors and Comments
tripod@trincoll.edu

Tripod Editorial
Trinity’s Left Needs to Come Together
On September 16th,
an alumnus and a number of Trinity students
intended to stage a peaceful protest against white
supremacy at the homecoming football game
against the Colby Mules.
Protestors planned to begin at halftime, to interfere with the game itself.
According to an organizer
who wishes to remain silent, the protest was to be
a response to the general
controversy surrounding
Professor Williams’ comments on social media
and President Trump’s
cancellation of DACA.
Organizers and participants were not part
of any Trinity-affiliated
official organization. The
gathering would have
been a necessary example of political activism
on Trinity’s campus. Despite widespread advertisement, the event fell
through.
  At first, over 100 students expressed enthusiastic interest. On the day
of, however, only four people showed up, three of
whom were international
students. One was a faculty member. An organizer
who was there attributes
the lack of attendance to
one central factor: many
protestors wanted to act
spontaneously. Instead,
the protest was advertised with posters around
campus and formally announced to the administration. A protest indeed
has a greater effect when
it is unannounced. It is
more real. However, an

inadequate build-up to a
protest should not be a
reason to not protest. The
drive to stand up for one’s
beliefs should be enough.
But not at Trinity.
In years past, a culture
of activism has sprung up
around different issues
at Trinity. In the wake of
unrest at the University
of Missouri in 2015, there
was a protest at halftime
of the Homecoming football game. After President Trump’s election,
the Action Coalition of
Trinity (ACT) formed.
This
protest
could
have been a revival of
Trinity’s small, if vocal,
activist culture. “The
left” on campus, however
one wants to understand
it, had an opportunity
to make a strong statement, not only in regards
to the incident regarding
Professor Williams, but
about the stance of students about unfolding
events both on campus
and throughout the nation.
A significant factor in
the failure of the protest
was its lack of advertising. The organizers, understandably, wanted the
protest to form organically, and thus resisted
traditional
advertising
methods. The deafening
silence that doomed the
protest demonstrates the
lack of organization of activists.
Strong
movements
could coalesce around a
number of issues at Trinity. The ACT showed what
a few motivated people

could accomplish with
a set of priorities and a
strong sense of purpose.
The list of demands that
they posted almost a year
ago may not have been
perfect, and was met
with derision by certain
groups on campus, but it
signified a unity of purpose, a collective desire
for change. That was not
a full-fledged movement,
but it was a start.
The
failed
protest
this week was certainly a missed opportunity.
Better
communication
among groups agitating
for change on Trinity’s
campus will certainly
mitigate these “swing
and a miss” situation. In
a larger sense, however,
activist groups and the
“campus left” need to get
to know one another, to
identify common goals,
and to advance practicable agendas that meaning.
-crbfully engage with
the issues confronting
Trinity’s campus.
Whether classes and
faculty, political groups,
or even the pages of The
Tripod serve as the forum
for argument, discussion
needs to begin in earnest.
Trinity’s activist culture
can no longer afford to
keep moving in fits and
starts. It is High Noon,
and the showdown has
already started.
Trinity’s left cannot afford to not show up.

NEWS
Trinity Removes Confederate Flag from Chapel
Continued from page 1
Concerned about how
Confederate
iconography in the school’s most
sacred place might affect matriculating students’ understanding of
the college’s and fraternity’s values, a number
of alumni reached out
to the school’s administration,
particularly
Chaplain Alison Read.
In an email to Chaplain Read, Pike alumnus
David Allen (’09) reflected on the significance
of Confederate symbols
in an important public space. He wrote, “In
light of the tragic events
in Charlottesville last
Saturday, I now feel compelled to take stronger
action and formally ask
to have the college remove the flag from the
Pike pew.” Fellow alumni
Stephanie Glover articulated similar concerns,
saying, “The Confederate
Flag represents a horrific
period in American history and continues to be

used today to as a symbol
of hate, racism and white
supremacy. This kind of
symbol should have no
place at Trinity College.”
Professor Alex Manevitz
(’09), a visiting Assistant
Professor of American
Studies who specializes in Civil War history,
said “The Confederacy
was founded on explicitly
white supremacist principles, and Confederate
imagery has been used
in service of that ideology
since, but that never felt
representative of the Pike
I knew at Trinity since I
joined the fraternity in
2006 [Manevitz is a Pike
alumnus]. I’m proud that
the Trinity community
came together to say, ‘This
isn’t us. We reject this.’”
Chaplain Read voiced
these concerns to the
Chaplain’s
Advisory Group, composed of
staff, alumni, and faculty who decide on issues
surrounding the Chapel.
After a lengthy
discussion with Advisory
Staff, Pike alumni, and

current Pike leadership,
they reached consensus
to move the finial to a
place more appropriate
for reflection about the
role of cultural iconography. In a Memorandum to
the President’s Cabinet,
Chaplain Read wrote,
“The Chaplain’s Advisory
Group recommends the
relocation and preservation of the finial on the
St. David Kneeler, until
such a time as a replacement might be designed,
funded, and fabricated”.
Among others consulted in the process were
Christopher Row ‘91, the
Chapel curator, and the
Episcopal Bishops of Connecticut. On August 30th,
the finial was removed.
The St. David’s Kneeler is not an anomaly in
Trinity’s past. Nearly 100
Trinity alumni fought in
the Civil War, for both the
Union and the Confederacy. Two cannons overlooking the lower long
walk bear a description
that reads, “In memory
of the Trinity men who

fought for the principles
in which they believed
with the Union and Confederate forces in the Civil War.” Every day, hundreds of students walk
past the cannons, but the
Chapel’s role as a public
and spiritual space of welcoming separates the pew
from the cannons, which
are located in the quad.
The Chapel’s role as a
forum for civil discussion grows in the wake
of recent events. President
Joanne
Berger
Sweeney said, “ I know
the Chapel has been a
refuge for students involved in the Black Lives
Matter movement and
know that so many other groups see the chapel as a space to connect,
bond and build bridges.”
When the freshman
class arrives in the fall,
they are brought to the
Chapel for Matriculation
and sat down along the
pews. Hundreds of eager freshman try to internalize the ideals and
values that make Trin-

ity unique. As students
acclimate to the college,
they look to its symbols
to understand what it
means to be a member of the community.
The Chaplain is keeping
the
conversation
about symbols and their
contexts open. Members
of the faculty in the departments of History,
Art History, American
Studies, and Religious
Studies have offered to
contribute to a common
hour talk or other educational forum for us all to
engage with the issues
and questions at hand.
Chaplain Read especially
looks forward to working with current members of Pike to consider
what iconography in the
Chapel might best represent their values and
mission. There is a creative opportunity for our
community in all of this.
Current
members
of
the Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity declined to
comment on this story.

Trump Takes on Protesting NFL Players

JAMES CALABRESI ’20
STAFF WRITER
In the fall of 2016, the
name Colin Kaepernick was
unknown, except among avid
49er fans who followed the
preseason battle for starting quarterback between him
and Blaine Gabbert. From the
three preseason games played,
however, an entirely different
battle would begin, one that
would cause
Kaepernick’s
name to ascend to the forefront
of a national discussion about
patriotism, race, and sports.
The first two times Colin sat,
the media did not report on it.
Only on Aug 26th 2016,
when Kaepernick sat while
surrounded by his standing
teammates and staff, did a photograph raise some questions.
Jennifer Lee Chan of Niners
Nation caught Kaepernick on
camera, sitting, while everyone
around him stood for the National Anthem. Lee Chan’s subsequent tweet of the moment
raised a flurry of reporters,
all of whom asked for permission to use the picture on air.
Following the game, the 49ers
released a statement confirming
that Kaepernick had remained
seated during the anthem. This
led to Kaepernick’s initial message to the press. Kaepernick
initially stated that “When

there’s significant change and the flag and not have it protect “withdrawn.” James’ state- their sport separated from polI feel that flag represents what all of your liberties.” Basket- ment, which earned 1.5 mil- itics. This caused one of the
it’s supposed to, I’ll stand.” ball, with the support of higher lion likes (the twelfth highest most popular athletes of
By September 1st, Kaeper- profile players, harnessed some liked tweet of all time), was: the sport, Dale Earnhardt
nick was joined by San Fran- serious attention when Lebron “U bum @StephenCurry30 al- Jr., to respond,“All Amercisco safety Eric Reid, who James tweeted out a defense ready said he ain’t going! So icans R granted rights 2
took a knee during the game’s of Stephen Curry from Donald therefore ain’t no invite. Go- peaceful protests Those
anthem. At the same time, in Trump. Curry, a prominent ing to the White House was a who make peaceful revoluanother football game, Jeremy NBA player, declined President great honor until you showed tion impossible will make
Lane of the Seattle Seahawks Trump’s invitation to the White up!” This twitterstorm sparked violent revolution inevisat during his game’s Nation- House after Trump called a great deal of interest, lead- table-JFK.” As President
al Anthem. Kaepernick de- Colin Kaepernick a S.O.B. ing to wave after wave of Trump encourages supportcided to answer the criticism during a rally in Alabama. players taking to their knees. ers to stop watching NFL,
that had been leveled to him
Trump, who tried to get
In the latest evolution and as the #Kneelwithabout disrespecting the mili- ahead of the backlash over his of the debate over whether Kaep encourages a boycott
tary by kneeling instead of sit- strong statement, said that kneeling is a patriotic act or over no NFL team signing
ting, as a sign of deference for Curry was, “hesitating,” and, not, President Trump praised Kaepernick, the only ones
those in service. To prove that therefore, the invitation was, NASCAR drivers for keeping who will lose are the sponhe was committed to making
sors and the franchises.
tangible improvements rather than just symbolic ones he
donated $1 million to charities that focus on racial issues.
Since these early days, the
movement has exploded, with
many more players choosing
to either hold a fist in the air
as a sign of black power while
standing (which lends a more
measured approach to their
support for Kaepernick’s cause)
or simply join him with one
knee on the ground outright.
This explosion has extended
to various sports, such as soccer
and basketball. A soccer player
Megan Rapinoe knelt, citing
her own minority status as a
gay woman as a reason why she
COURTESY OF CSNNE.com
knows “what it means to look at Patriots players take a knee in protest of President Donald Trump’s recent NFL announce-
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Trinity Opens New Crescent Study Space
SAM HOLLEY ’19
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Crescent Center for
Art and Neuroscience is a
newly constructed facility
that houses Neuroscience
labs and a Film Production Studio, as well as a
quiet student space and a
new Art Gallery. The space
also includes a Film Production Studio and a Media Performance Studio,
known as the Art Corridor.
Gender-neutral restrooms
are scattered throughout
the building and healthy
snack options can be found
in the student break room
vending machines. In the
Neuroscience block, one
can get their hearing tested in the Language and
Hearing Lab’s sound booth,
or run experiments in the
Neuroendocrinology Lab.
The Center was not
originally allocated to Arts
and Neuroscience. While
the Crescent dormitories
were being built, the building was slated to become
Trinity’s new bookstore.
When President Joanne
Berger-Sweeney
arrived,
she raised questions over

the necessity of such a
large bookstore on campus, instead advocating
for an update of the existing bookstore and a different use of the new space.
Upon consultation with
faculty and students about
various needs on campus, it
was decided that the space
would be better allocated
as an academic building.
There were three central
needs that were given priority as the most pressing, the
first being Neuroscience.
As an interdisciplinary
major with the most majors
of any science department,
there was a clear need for
an up-to-date facility that
housed the Neuroscience
offices and laboratories together. The second need was
for a new space for the more
technology-driven arts on
campus. The Arts Department submitted a proposal
for a space in the new building, citing that current art
spaces were dated and
lacked sufficient technology
for programs such as Film
and Media Studies. When
reached out to for student
needs on campus, the Stu-

dent Government Association (SGA) highlighted a
need for more designated
quiet spaces for students to
do work at other than the
library, as well as non-gender bathrooms to add to
the inclusivity on campus.
All three of these central needs were at the core
of the new building design, and three sub-committees were formed to
work on these three aspects of the building.
Together, with ongoing cooperation between the Arts
and Sciences, the sub-committees designed a building
that coherently met all of
the central needs. The departments are divided, with
the Arts Department on
the left side and the Neuroscience Department on
the right. The facilities for
both departments include
classrooms specifically designed to meet their technological needs, including
computers and projection
equipment specifically for
Neuroscience and a similar classroom with art
storage space, scanners,
and two high-quality photo

printers. The Neuroscience
section has faculty offices
and work spaces, where
Neuroscience faculty and
student researchers can
conduct research and studies related to their concentrations, such as a sound
booth for psycholinguistics, a space for autism research, and FMRI research.
The Grand Opening of the

Crescent Center for Arts
and Neuroscience was originally scheduled for Fall
2017, but has been pushed
back to Spring 2018. The
Art Gallery will be showcasing student work, and
the Center will be open
to anyone who wants to
explore and learn more
about the new space.

COURTESY OF Trinity College Student Photographers
The academic building opened to students this semester.

OPINION
The Truth Behind the Words of Johnny Williams
JAYMIE BIANCA ’21
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This past summer, Professor Johnny Eric Williams
sparked a nationwide controversy with one hashtag#letthemfuckingdie. At first
glance, the hashtag seems to
incite violence. If one were to
read Johnny’s Twitter post,
they would think to themselves: “Does Johnny Williams
hate white people?” The answer, put simply, is no. I have
come to this conclusion after
having the privilege of hearing Johnny Williams and his
colleagues speak twice during
Common Hour at Trinity. His
statement did not cross the
boundaries of academic freedom. Rather, he opened up a
forum for important discourse.
It is vital to address the
fact that Professor Williams
was quoting an article written by an author with the
pseudonym Son of Baldwin.
In Baldwin’s article, he addresses the shooting of Steve
Scalise, who is notorious for
speaking at an international
conference of white supremacists and describing himself
as “David Duke without the
baggage.” While Scalise was
left in critical condition from
the attack, his life was saved

by Crystal Griner, a Capitol
police officer who happens to
be black and identify as queer.
Son of Baldwin saw the irony
of this situation, and suggested throughout his article that
“white/cisgender/heterosexuals, have created entire systems, philosophies, and values
in which goodness, peace, and
benevolence are virtues — but
only, always, in other people.” Baldwin’s rhetoric epitomizes that as a society, we
cannot allow discrimination
and prejudices to define our
lives, so these ideas must
die in generations to come.
That is exactly what Professor Williams meant to convey. He believes that the concept of whiteness must die,
not white individuals. When
listening to him speak, he explicitly stated that race is an
ideology; created by human
beings to make sense of diverse culture and categorize
ourselves into the groups. Yet,
isn’t it ironic that while we
attempted to obtain a sense
of belonging through categorization, we sadly achieved
the exact opposite through
the stark separation of humanity through the ideology
of race? Professor Williams
emphasized that oppression
must cease, and that if we

continue to label ourselves
through our self created racial name tags, we will never attain a unified nation.
Another topic of discussion that appeared during the
forums I attended was an organization called Campus Reform. Campus Reform claims
to report bias and abuse on
college campuses, and, according to their website, “ holds
itself to rigorous journalism
standards and strives to present each story with accuracy,
objectivity, and public accountability.” While this is a
positive goal in theory, Campus Reform failed to accurately interpret and research
Professor William’s post. They
took the phrase out of context,
believing that he was conveying the demolition of an entire
race, when, in actuality, he
was aiming for the destruction
of an ideology. Campus Reform
completely altered the context
of William’s words, morphing
them into a racist post as opposed to a plea and piece of
advocacy for equality and the
abolishment of defining labels.
Additionally, Connecticut
is the only state in America
that protects free speech in
both the public and private
sector for employees, meaning
that, according to the Con-

necticut Employment Law
Blog, “there are broad protections for employees who
raise issues of public concern
in both the private and public
workplaces.” Therefore, even
though Professor Williams
was an employee at Trinity, a
private institution, his speech
is still protected under the
First Amendment as emphasized by the Foundation for
Individual Rights in Education (FIRE). FIRE reads “Such
speech can only be limited
where it is likely to incite imminent violence or expresses a
sincere intent to act violently.”
Alas, Professor William’s post
did not pose any threats to
white individuals or groups.
Instead, it criticized prolonged

freedom emphasizes the fact
that we live in a broad world.
To shelter ourselves from this
vast land and shy away from
the fact that our carefully
constructed ideologies must
change is not only ignorant,
but terrifying. When speaking, Professor Williams said to
the audience that if one does
not speak up, or do anything
about the current situation of
our remaining society, then
they are a part of the problem.
I have personally gained
a great deal of knowledge
from Johnny Williams, and
understand that while his
original post was misconstrued by numerous individuals and organizations, he
was able to utilize academic

“I have personally gained a great deal
of knowledge from Johnny Williams,
and understand that while his original post was misconstrued... he was
able to utilize academic freedom.”
ideology in the United States.
For those who do not
know, academic freedom is the
principle of insight that is crucial for the understanding and
truth of education. Academic

freedom, educate people, and
display that there is an evident issue, which must be
eradicated through discussion and problem solving.

Professor Johnny Williams and the Administration Response
AMANDA HAUSMANN ’21
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
On Wednesday, June
21st, Trinity College’s administration closed the
campus for the day due to
safety concerns. In the days
leading up to this decision,
both Trinity and one of
its professors of sociology,
Johnny Eric Williams, received a number of threats.
These threats were provoked by two contentious
social media posts that
Professor Williams created
on his personal Twitter and
Facebook accounts the preceding Sunday, June 18th.
The true controversy in
Williams’ posts stems from
a hashtag, “#LetThemFuckingDie,” which makes
reference to the title of a
shared article written by
Son of Baldwin. Yet, while
Williams received severe
threats attacking him and
his family, prompting him
to flee Connecticut temporarily, his posts gained national attention. Trinity’s
response, particularly that
of the College’s administration led by President
Joanne
Berger-Sweeney,
came under fire as well.

Following the temporary closure of campus,
Trinity’s
administration
decided to place Professor
Williams on immediate
temporary leave while an
investigation was conducted to determine if any of
the College’s policies had
been broken. In the following weeks, Trinity and its
administration stayed relatively quiet, only releasing
a few statements about the
issue. These statements by
President Berger-Sweeney
acknowledged
Professor
Williams’ rights to academic freedom; yet, the
statements’ dominant connotation was disciplinary,
calling Williams’ use of
the provocative hashtag,
“reprehensible,” and its
suggestion,
“abhorrent.”
While it is obviously “abhorrent” to suggest that a
group of people should die,
that was never the intent of
the hashtag nor of the title
of the article it references.
Williams’ posts were taken out of context by news
sources and numerous individuals, particularly a conservative website Campus
Reform, that focuses on

news in higher education.
The website argued that
Williams was referring to
the victims of the shooting

edness, push for diversity,
and encourage controversial discussions about race
and privilege, could so

“Williams was, in fact, responding to
the injustice of police violence, in particular, the fatal shooting of a black
mother from Seattle on June 18th.”
at a Republican Congressional baseball game on
June 14th. Williams was,
in fact, responding to the
injustice of police violence,
in particular, the fatal
shooting of a black mother
from Seattle on June 18th.
As the nation argued
over whether Williams was
right or wrong, Trinity’s
administration tried too
hard to stay neutral, and
in turn, ended up on the
wrong side. Because so little was said, Joanne Berger Sweeney’s few remarks
and the view that Professor
Williams’s message was
wrong, rang loud and far.
As a Trinity student, I am
astounded that the intelligent individuals that continually praise open-mind-

blatantly fall into the trap
of misconstruing social activism for aggression. In
the wake of these events,
Professor Williams was not
treated as the esteemed
professor that he is. By his
own school’s administration, Professor Williams
was treated as a threat; a
threat to the carefully constructed balance of keeping
the covers of Trinity’s brochures looking diverse and
progressive while prioritizing the appeasement of
its majority white student
body and donors. It is very
easy to play the part of an
open-minded and progressive, to talk and talk about
change; however, when the
time comes for real action
and change, true intentions

reveal themselves. Trinity’s
administration’s reactions
illuminate something much
bigger and troubling about
the entire college community: a fear of change. What
is “reprehensible” is for
an
entire
administration to recoil behind closed doors, far
away from a hashtag.
Trinity’s
administration did not respond well
to what could have been a
very important step in advancing social change in
academia. Their responses
now echo the rhetoric of,
“You had some very fine
people on both sides.” We
must not allow others to
make excuses for white supremacists and bigots who
purposely misconstrue the
words of social activists as
statements of aggression.
If we really are the progressive school that we say
we are, then let’s reflect on
our actions and remember that Professor Williams’ posts are important,
because they reveal just
how far a forward-thinking school has to go with
regard to social justice.
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Trinity Culture of Fake Engagement Needs to End
CHRIS BULFINCH ’18
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Around campus, some Trinity students take a less-thanquiet pride in how engaged
they are around campus. Pull
aside certain undergraduates from almost any major,
and they will rattle off a litany of activities, ranging from
sports teams to charitable
work to student government,
debate teams of different
stripes, and even The Tripod.
Most students of this
ideation tend to have stellar GPAs, lined up to graduate cum laude at least.
Opposite
to
these
high-achievers, there are
students who have no major extracurricular commitments outside of Vernon
Street and for whom class
is little more than a chore.
Both of these extremes
are problematic. Though they
may manifest themselves
very differently, the core issue is the same: Trinity has
a culture of fake engagement.
William Deresiewicz, in
his deconstruction of “elite”
higher education, Excellent
Sheep, describes modern undergraduates as “superpeople.” Denizens of the elite
institutions of higher education, in his estimation, are
trained to embody the traits
of a Renaissance Man (or, to
be more sensitive, Renaissance Person). They have
diverse extracurricular interests, strong language abilities
in multiple tongues, great
grades, and a cool and confident demeanor tailored for the
cocktail parties of Greenwich

or

Manchester-by-the-sea.
The image of wellscrubbed, well-trained young
professionals
schmoozing
and bragging, however politely, should not be a foreign
image to anyone who knows
“elite” higher ed. These “superpeople” aspire, according
to Deresiewicz, to roughly
the same four fields: finance,
medicine, consulting, and law.
What was once exceptional in undergraduates is
the new normal. Fields that
used to be just one option
among many, are now what
almost everyone strives for.
America’s
professional elite clearly has never
been
better-staffed.
At the same time, however,
rates of anxiety, depression,
and other mental illnesses
are on the rise among undergraduates. Suicide rates
for young people are up, and
both current students and
recent graduates describe
feeling a lack of purpose.
Are
Millennials
and
Gen-Xers somehow the victims of the pre-professional
pipeline, casualties of a rat
race designed to uphold the
bureaucratic structure of
the neoliberal technocracy?
I’m not sure I’d go that far.
But
there
is
undoubtedly
a
problem.
Trinity may not be Yale,
Harvard, Amherst, or Williams, but it swims in a similar
soup. Many of our undergrads
come from the same backgrounds as the “superpeople,”
and ultimately end up in similar places on the socio-economic and professional spectrums.

A common critique of Trinity-- that it is populated by
the well-heeled country club
crowd (a fact substantiated
by the New York Times report
that Trinity has more “one
percenters” than anywhere
else), is something of an asset
in this context. In the world
of networking and “knowing someone,” the current
elite can perpetuate its existence without a lot of effort.
As income and wealth inequality widen, and as more
and more NESCAC and Ivy
League-types compete for fewer and few spots in the rarefied upper echelons, the kind
of compulsive overachieving seen around Trinity’s
campus is understandable.
The downside of this culture is that students have a
propensity to do a number
of things badly instead of a
couple of things well. It is impossible to carry a five-class
course load, participate in a
Greek letter organization, two
or three clubs, and be an editor on the paper while doing
all of those things properly. My
sophomore year, more than
half a dozen members of The
Tripod’s editorial board and
writing staff were members
of Student Government Association (SGA), with several
on the SGA’s editorial board.
Conflicts of interest notwithstanding, all organizations suffered from the divided
attention of their members. I
would know; I was in both organizations at the time. And,
not to slander my editorial
team, but this trend persists.
Every editor on the paper

has at least one other significant extracurricular activity.
That does not make for a
strong student paper, something that I firmly believe is a
good metric to gauge the health
of the college. This same principle applies across campus.
Yet, like anywhere else
that services upper-class demographics, Trinity also has
a certain kind of entitled nihilism. For every student who
is hyper-involved, there is another student whose schedule
is filled with beer, cocaine,
and Xbox. A former SGA president once quipped that 90%
of the extracurricular work at
Trinity is done by 10% of students. Those numbers, though
exaggerated, do not strike
me as wholly inaccurate.
The symptoms of this
culture, this deep-seated,
achievement-oriented
anxiety and dichotomy between
those involved and not, are
apparent. Between 10%-15%
of matriculated freshmen will
transfer, a rate between double or triple normal transfer
rates. Many students reflect
that clubs are often poorly-managed, with few initiatives and little imagination.
There is an absence of political discussion around campus.
A vocal social-justice-oriented
left stirs the pot occasionally,
but they are small and disorganized. They are usually
dismissed with a conservative
response that is simultaneously vitriolic and apathetic.
The labels “aggressive” and
“social justice warrior” speak
to this. There is a desire to
not engage substantively on

contentious or difficult matters, in or out of the classroom.
Due to a campus split between over- and under-achievers, the student body hunkers
down into tribes. The sports
teams, seniors, and Greek
organizations dig into townhouses and Vernon Street,
while the more artistically-inclined rally around The Mill,
those less disposed to party
are into the Fred, or the tamer frats. People go between,
certainly, but public spaces on campus are quiet, as
are the pages of The Tripod.
Trinity’s institutions will
continue to erode as long as
this culture persists, and its
ranking will continue to go
down. Students need to commit to their extracurricular
activities; to take seriously
the groups they are involved
with. “Passionate weirdos”
need to make a comeback.
People who have an overriding passion need to have the
courage, and the institutional
support to follow them. People
of Trinity need to stop looking
over their shoulders at the accomplishments of their peers;
to stop cynically resume building and genuinely engage.
The façade that Trinity
students, put up of unflappable, uber-accomplished “superpeople” will crumble, one
way or the other. Students can
voluntarily take it down, by
not pretending and starting
to engage, or they can wait
for it to hit a breaking point.
For the sake of the College, and even for the academy, I hope we can choose
quality
over
quantity.

An Open Letter from the SGA Vice President of Finance

To the Trinity
Community:
Last year I was elected
as the Vice President of
Finance, to represent student interests on the Student Government Association’s (SGA) Executive
Board and to manage the
Student Activities Fund
(SAF). The purpose of the
SAF is to provide funding for student organizations and clubs. It is my
and Budget Committee’s
responsibility to fairly
allocate these resources.
I am aware that some
students are unaware of
the process behind these
financial decisions, creating rumors and speculations about supposed
budget deficits and other
pertinent affairs. As an
elected representative, I
believe that transparency
from your SGA is fundamental to a healthy rela-

tionship with the student
body. I plan to realize this
commitment as Vice President of Finance by opening a dialogue with the
student body about the
state of the SAF and the
role of Budget Committee.
This
year,
several
changes were made to the
budget that significantly
affected the organization.
It was revealed to me
over the summer that the
2017-2018 SAF was at a
deficit due to the unanticipated cost of the off-campus shuttle. The SGA has
always been committed to
providing this service to
students free of charge,
with regularly-scheduled
hours. Although this position had not changed, the
SGA was responsible for
the entire cost of this initiative, which was simply
too expensive for the SGA
to bear alone.
To miti-

gate this financial burden
and attempt to balance
the budget, the SAIL office
and I were forced to cut allocations to the SGA Operating Budget and narrow
the operating hours of the
shuttle program. The rest
of the deficit would have
been covered by the RainyDay Fund, which my predecessors have diligently
maintained as collateral
for unforeseen events such
as this. I never considered
reevaluating the budgets
of other organizations on
campus, as this would fundamentally contradict the
stated purpose of the Budget Committee and the
SAF as primary resources for student groups.
Thanks to Dean Joe
DiChristina, however, the
budget is stable once again
and some of these drastic
measures will not need to
take place. Through dis-

cussions between SAIL,
Dean DiChristina, and
myself, Dean DiChristina
has graciously agreed to
pay for half of the shuttle’s costs. Nonetheless,
for the foreseeable future,
the Budget Committee
and the SGA will maintain the previously mentioned budget cuts to ensure that other clubs and
organizations will have
the maximum funding
available. Approved new
campus
organizations
will also be able to be financed through the SAF,
and will not be affected
by any additional financial limitations. Budget
Committee and the SAF
will function as normal,
allocating funding following the same guidelines
used in previous years
I would like to reiterate that I, along with
each of your elected rep-

resentatives on the SGA,
am accountable to you as
members of the student
body. We are all strongly
committed to the Trinity
community and understand the responsibility
and accountability that
this entails. I hope that all
who read this letter feel
better informed about recent events and the status
of the SAF. I will notify the
student body of any other
important updates if and
when they arise. If you
have any further questions about these changes
in specific or Budget Committee in general, please
contact me at SGAVPofFinance@trincoll.edu.
Sincerely,
Winston Brewer
V.P. of Finance
Class of 2018

FEATURES
WAGRAC: An On-Campus Resource for All Students at Trinity
BRENDAN CLARK ’21
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
WGRAC (The Women
& Gender Resource Action
Center) is a place on campus with a mission to foster acceptance, diversity,
and equality on Trinity’s
campus. Located behind
the Washington Room, on
the second floor of Mather
Hall, WGRAC offers a safe
space
to discuss pressing issues and implement
student-led social change.
“WGRAC empowers students to find their voice,
to come into their own, to
challenge themselves, and
to create platforms for students to grow in a fun and
safe environment,” stated
Laura Lockwood, Director
of WGRAC. Furthermore,
WGRAC, “adds to the experience for the college student and gives students a
more wholesome view of the
world,” stated Monique Da-

ley, Training and Program
Coordinator of WGRAC.
WGRAC works to facilitate difficult conversations and seeks to provide,
“an environment where all
are welcome,” added Lockwood. The WGRAC lounge
contains a library replete
with an extensive collection of articles on feminism
and women’s movements.
It’s also a place where anyone can come to read, study
or have open discussions.
WGRAC sponsors and
helps to support a number of
student-led programs aimed
at combating stereotypes
and promoting acceptance
of all people. These groups
include PHAB (Promoting
Healthy Awareness of the
Body), SECS (Students Encouraging Consensual Sex),
and the MP (The Masculinity Project). WGRAC also
oversees the Big Sister/Little Sister program for in-

coming first-year students.
In addition, they coordinate
the Sexual Assault Response
Team (SART), offer trips to
exciting places around country, such as Ferguson and
El Paso, and work closely
with Trinity’s administration on issues related to
sexual assault and Title IX.
It is truly the student-led
groups that form the heart
of the WGRAC community and are an example
that,“if you have an idea
for an issue that needs to
be addressed, we can make
it happen,” stated Daley.
WGRAC’s student groups
confront a variety of controversial topics and meet
weekly to address them.
PHAB works to raise awareness across campus on issues about, “body image,
beauty standards, media
influence, and disordered
eating.” The organization
meets Thursdays at 5:00pm

in the lounge. SECS engages Trinity students to
foster a culture that, “prevents gender-based violence,” and meets Mondays
at 4:30pm in the lounge.
The MP works to discuss,
“issues related to gender
roles and expectations and
the varying definitions of
masculinity,” and meets
Mondays at 4:00pm in the
Underground Coffeehouse.
WGRAC events have
had an extensive impact
across campus, most notably with the “Take Back
the Night” program, sponsored by SECS. This program occurs each year in
an effort to address and
create an awareness of sexual assault and the harrowing trials that face victims
thereafter. The MP has also
worked to foster an understanding of women’s struggles through their program
“Walk A Mile in Her Shoes,”

in which men wear highheeled shoes for the day.
WGRAC is a safe place
where incidents of sexual
assault can be discussed.
Both Lockwood and Daley
are confidential employees,
meaning that they are obligated to report an incident
of sexual misconduct to the
Trinity’s Title IX coordinator,
but do not report the names
of those involved or that
of the reporter. Lockwood
added, “our doors are open
to anyone on campus who
may need support, including
both students and faculty.”
WGRAC’s services extend
to all reaches of the campus.
WGRAC is always open to
any and all who are interested in fostering a more inclusive campus community.
To get involved, simply attend one of WGRAC’s weekly lunch-time discussions
every Friday at 12:30pm
in the WGRAC lounge.

Reflections on Trinity’s Paris Study Abroad Program
continued from page 1
Here I am, of age to drink
and in a place where it isn’t
weird to wear heels to class.
Being in France has taught
me just how different other
cultures are while forcing me
to live on my own for the first
time. Being abroad has also
brought me closer to Trinity
students whom I would never
have met otherwise, along with
meeting other students from
around the world. Paris is full
of history, dating much farther
back than American history,
and as an Art History major,

the artwork housed by this city
is second to none. The United
States has a short and rich history, but the history of Paris
spans a millennium and constitutes some of the most fascinating stories of Europe. Three
weeks ago, I went to a chateau
that dated back to the 2nd
Century A.D.– you just can’t
get that in the United States.
Above all, the most important thing that abroad has
taught me was how much I
love and miss Trinity. I miss
the ease, the comfort, and the
environment of Trinity. By
the end of sophomore year I,

and many of my friends, felt
that we needed a break from
Trinity for a while. Kind of an
‘I-love-you-but-I-need-space’
sort of relationship. I felt that
my days at Trinity had become repetitive, and now living
in Paris where everything is
new and different yet slightly
scary, is making look forward
to that day where I step back
onto campus. While I’m falling in love with Paris, I’m falling back in love with Trinity,
which I believe will make my
last three semesters there that
much more wonderful. Until that day Trinity, à bientôt.

COURTESY OF Mary Sullivan
Mary Sullivan was able to experience a new culture in Paris.

COURTESY OF Mary Sullivan
Trinity provides several study abroad programs in places such as Rome, Capetown, Shanghai, and Paris.

COURTESY OF Mary Sullivan
Study abroad programs teach independence and new languages.
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Trinity College Rugby: Taking a Look into Club Sports
DEVAN ANAND ’21
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Trinity College has many
sports teams, from squash
to crew, football to soccer.
An important part of Trinity’s athletics is the Trinity College Rugby Club.
Rugby, for those unfamiliar, is a full-contact team
sport that originated in the
United Kingdom around the
dawn of the 19th century. It
moved from the UK to its
colonies and is now played
worldwide by around eight
million men and women.
In its most common
form, Rugby is played by
two teams of 15 players
each, on a rectangular field
with H-shaped goalposts
on each try line. Rugby features an oval-shaped ball,
which players can only pass
sideways or backwards by
hand. The goal of the game
is to have more points than

the opposition by the end of
the match. A match consists
of two halves of 40 minutes
each. There are multiple
ways to gain points. A “try,”
scored by grounding the ball
in the in-goal area, is worth
five points and the subsequent conversion kick is
worth two. Points can also be
gained from a penalty kick
worth five points, or a drop
kick, also worth three points.
Rugby is a fast-paced
game with very few penalties or lapses in open play.
Even if you understand little about the game, it is an
enticing and enthralling
way to spend two hours[Office1] . It is played without
any protective padding or
gear; all you need is a pair
of cleats and a mouth-guard
to play! It’s very easy to pick
up. Most players at the collegiate level have little prior
experience with the sport.
Trinity College Rugby Club
practices a few times a week

on the soccer pitch right beneath the Chapel. Rugby is
not supported by the NCAA.
Instead, it is under control of
USA Rugby, the association
which controls all American
rugby, from the collegiate
to the professional levels.
Trinity used to compete
in something akin to the
NESCAC division of the
NCAA, but after completing an undefeated regular
season in 2016 and moving
quite far into the nationals,
this year they were promoted and now face tougher opponents. The season started
on a high-note with the team
winning ten to three against
Babson College of Boston in the first away game
last Saturday.
Adrenaline is addictive,
and there are few things as
adrenalin-inducing as running at fifteen guys (or girls)
with a ball in your hand that
they’ll do anything to possess. However, this isn’t the

COURTESY OF Trinity College Men’s Rugby
Rugby is an exciting opportunity for students interested in club sports.

only thing that makes rugby
impossible to quit. Rugby is a
way of testing yourself, physically and mentally. Physically, the sport will take its
toll on your body. However,
the pain on the day after a
game is more than made up
for with the intense joy experienced during a match.
Mentally, the sport teaches
self-discipline,
resilience,
and self-confidence. Most
importantly, the camarade-

rie shared by a rugby team
is like no other, and participants will make friends
if they are willing to give
everything for, both on
and off, the playing field.
In the words of one of
the players on the team,
“Trinity College Rugby
Club is a bunch of ragtag
hooligans who get together and kick ass whenever
they can.” And who wouldn’t
want to be a part of that?

A Recap of the Greek Life Organizations on Campus
MADISON VAUGHN ’21
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Trinity College is home
to seven fraternities, five
sororities, and two co-educational organizations.
About 22% of Trinity
students are involved in
Greek Life, with more
than 450 members. This
fall, 141 students signed
up for rush, as opposed to
the usual 90.
Alpha

Chi Omega
(AXO)
Alpha Chi Omega is
new to Trinity’s campus.
It absorbed Order of the
Elms so they could become a nationally recognized organization. AXO
will house about fifty
women, and their philanthropy focuses on spreading awareness of domestic violence.
Alpha Chi Rho
(CROW)
Trinity College’s chapter of CROW was founded in 1895, it is one of
the oldest fraternities
on Trinity’s campus. The
members of this fraternity are commonly referred
to as “Crows.”
Alpha Delta Phi
(AD)
Originally known as
Phi Kappa Society, the
organization changed its
name to Alpha Delta Phi
in 1877. Located next to
Vernon Social, this is the
second oldest fraterni-

ty on campus. When AD
first came to Trinity’s
campus, the college was
known by its original
name, Washington College.
Alpha

Epsilon Phi
(AEPi)
AEPi was founded two
years ago as a fraternity invested in Jewish
culture. Not everyone
joining the organization
must be Jewish, but they
must understand and
appreciate the culture of
the organization.
Cleo Society of AX
Located on Vernon
Street, Cleo is one of the
co-ed organizations on
campus, often referred to
as “the siblinghood.” Until the early 1990s, they
were Delta Kappa Epsilon, but changed to Cleo
in order to allow female
members after DKE insisted that they remain
male-only.
Ivy Society
Ivy, which was founded in 1995, is located in
Allen Place. Ivy is, “dedicated to building lasting
friendship,
developing
strong social and academic personalities, and
most importantly, forming well-rounded women.”
Kappa Kappa Gamma
(KKG)
Founded in 1982, this

organization is a national women’s sorority. It is
located on Allen Place, on
the north side of Trinity’s
campus. The girls of Kappa Kappa Gamma strive
to promote childhood literacy.
Kappa Sigma (KAPPA
SIG)
Founded in 2012, Kappa Sigma recently moved
into a house on Allen
Place. This fraternity is
involved with the Fisher
House Foundation, an organization committed to
helping military families.
Latino America Unida, Lambda Alpha Upsilon, Inc. (LAU)
This fraternity came
to Trinity’s campus just
last year, as the first
Latino-oriented
Greek
letter organization on
campus. The founding
fathers of the national
organization came from
a variety of ethnic backgrounds, demonstrating
the diversity of the Latin
American community.
Pi Kappa Alpha
(PIKE)
Pi Kappa Alpha is located on Vernon Street,
in the former Mayor of
Hartford’s house. PIKE
is dedicated to scholastic excellence, leadership
opportunities,
athletic
competition, and service
to the community success
beyond the undergradu-

ate years.
Psi Upsilon
(Psi U)
Psi U is known on the
campus as “the yellow
house with the pillars.”
Psi U members, “aspire
to moral, intellectual
and social excellence in
themselves as they seek
to inspire these values in
others.”
St. Anthony’s Hall
(The Hall)
Delta Psi, also known
as St. Anthony’s Hall, is
one of the two co-ed organization on campus. The
organization is located at
the top of Vernon Street
and has two buildings.
Founded in 1850, it is the
oldest Greek organization on campus.
The Stella Society
Founded last year,
Stella is located on
Brownell Street and is
known for their involvement in the Hartford
community. Stella sisters
dedicate themselves to
the improvement of the
college and pledge to support one another in lifelong achievements.
Zeta

Omega
Eta
(ZETA)
Founded in 2005,
ZETA has the potential
to become a co-ed chapter, but it currently is
only female. This sorority focuses on feminism

and the issues associated with gender equality.
It is the only chapter,
making Trinity College
its “proud home,” according to Kathryn E. Wojcik,
Director for Campus Life
Initiatives and Social
Houses. This organization is often associated
with WAGRAC, Bystander, and Title IX, because
of their work on social
justice issues.
These thirteen organizations are overseen by
an Inter-Greek Council,
made up of representatives from each of the
houses. Michael Fries
from PIKE is the current
president.
Trinity
participates
in delayed rush, meaning that students have
their entire first year to
decide whether or not
they would like to pursue
Greek life.
Greek life organizations have a long history
at Trinity and certainly play a large role on
campus in various outlets.
Every student at Trinity experiences Greek
life in a different way.
Each organization means
something else to a participant. Throughout the
year, Greek life organizations aim to put together
various charitable and
social events for the benefit of the Trinity community and beyond.

Arts & Entertainment
Trinity Sends Off a Campus Legend With Fanfare
continued from page 1
Prof. Moshell also invited
several of his former Trinity
students to participate including: Patrick Greene ’07
as tenor, Meg Kiley Smith
’09 as mezzo-soprano, and
Christopher Houlihan ’09
as harpsichord soloist. The
audience comprised of professor’s colleagues and and
his friends who graduated
with Moshell from Pomona College in 1967. At the
end of the concert, Moshell
expressed his utmost gratitude.
The concert itself was
an exhilarating journey
across musical styles. First,
Christopher Houlihan ’09
performed as soloist in de
Falla’s (1876-1946) Harpsichord Concerto, a work
of rhythmic and harmonic
complexity which was executed by Houlihan with
brilliant clarity and impetus. Astonishing in its
dissonance, unpredictable
in its melodic texture, the
work is exemplary of Stravinsky’s neoclassical style,
something of a rarity in de
Falla’s native Spain.
Next came Schoenberg’s
Chamber Symphony in
E major. The sometimes
mind-numbing work exemplifies the Second Viennese
School composer’s break
from tonality and movement toward 12-tone interaction between individ-

ual instruments. The work
was hard to follow, with no
clearly defined recurring
melody or discernable motifs. It was vexing and momentous, perfectly suited
for such a vexing and momentous professor.
The second half of the
program consisted of vocal music including Bach’s
Cantata No. 65 and musical theater excerpts by
Stephen Sondheim, Gilbert and Sullivan, Leonard Bernstein, and Marvin
Hamlisch. There were two
particularly notable and
moving parts of the second
half. One was Moshell’s
own setting of Shakespeare
Sonnet 116, “Let me Not
to the Marriage of True
Minds”, from his very own
musical, Lives and Loves
(2015). Before conducting
the short excerpt with the
original cast, he recited
the sonnet from memory.
The house was silent as
this titan of music touched
everyone with words that
seemed to come straight
from the heart. It was a
side of Prof. Moshell some
students were perhaps not
used to seeing.
The last and most poignant work of the program
was the Quartet Finale of
Act 1 of Bernstein’s opera
Candide, based on Voltaire’s
philosophical satire novel of
1759. This was the definitive send-off for Moshell, as
the opera’s lyrics suggest.

Candide (the protagonist)
sings, “Once again we must
be gone/ moving onward to
the New World!” Though in
the novel Candide travels
across the Atlantic to South
America, Moshell sees these
lyrics as his journey from
academia into retirement.
“Farewell to distress! All
hail to our happiness!” After 40 years of dedication
to Trinity, Moshell deserves
nothing less.
Moshell has had a fruitful
and illustrious career. After
graduating Pomona in 1967,
he went on to earn his M.A.
(1970) and Ph.D. (1979) in
Music from Harvard. His
dissertation was entitled
“Death, Non-Death, and Rebirth in the Neo-Classical
Tragedies of Igor Stravinsky”. This fascination with
Stravinsky carried on into
Moshell’s academic career,
and spurred his interest in
musical theatre. Between
1969 and 1979, not only
was he the Assistant Conductor of the Harvard Glee
Club, the Harvard University Choir, and the Harvard
Summer Baroque Ensemble, but was also a Teaching
Assistant (1973) and a personal assistant (1972-1973)
to none other than Leonard
Bernstein. Bernstein even
offered Moshell a position
as his general music assistant, but he turned it down
to work in academia. Thousands of dedicated students
are today thankful for his

decision.
Moshell came to Trinity
in 1977 as an instructor and
soon after started and directed Trinity’s musical theater program. Throughout
the years, he has conducted
the Trinity Orchestra (19791987) and taught numerous
courses from “Shakespeare in
Music” to “Grammar: A Matter of Timing” to “The Birth of
Modernism”. He was a member on the Connecticut State
Commission on the Arts from
1999-2003. He also translated into English the French
Stravinsky-Gide opera-ballet
Persephone, performed as a
pianist and accompanist, and

arranged songs of Gershwin performed (1998) by
the Frankfurt (Germany)
Radio Symphony conducted by Hugh Wolff.
Moshell has had great
success as student, pianist, composer, and most of
all, teacher. Students will
remember him as demanding, creative, and smartly
stubborn. He has left a legacy at Trinity that will live
on in his former students,
many of whom attended
his Friday performance.
As Moshell signified in
Candide, this is not the
end, but the beginning of a
new life.

COURTESY OF anchorageconcertchorus.com
Professor Gerrald Moshell was honored with a farewell concert last Friday.

CCAN Building Bridges the Arts and Neuroscience
CAM CHOTTINER ’18
A&E EDITOR
Last Wednesday, I sat down
to talk with a new Trinity
College based band Pakalolo
Patrol. The four piece group
plays surf inspired music with
punk rock intensity. Imagine a
calm day at the beach, throw
in an open container citation
and a shark attack, and you
have Pakalolo Patrol. Here are
some thoughts from the minds
behind the patrol.
Trinity Tripod: “Who makes
up Pakalolo Patrol?”
Pakalolo Patrol: “(The band) is
made up of me, Justin Martin
(Guitar, Lead Vocals), James
Rodger (Bass), Jason McLeod
(Drums), Francisco Chang
(Guitar, Backing Vocals).”
TT: “What are some of your influences?”
PP: “We take elements of surf,
indie, garage, and punk rock.
We really dig Sonic Youth, Pixies, The Cure, and Surf Curse.
But our biggest influence is
definitely Hawaii 5-0.”
TT: “Do you have any plans

coming up?”
PP: “We just played The Mill
last Saturday. We’d love to
start playing more outside of
Trinity. Right now, we’re really focused on recording our EP
and have a gig in Woodbridge
coming up on Friday the 13th
of October at the Amity Teen
Center.”
TT: “Where can we hear your
music?”
PP: “Bandcamp and Soundcloud. You can check out our
single “Surfin’ Yüng Man” at
soundcloud.com/OnPatrol. All
of us are on the Mill’s executive
board right now. We are currently working together as a
team to renovate the Mill’s recording studio. Usually we do
the best we can with what we
have, like recording on multiple iPhones. We even tried recording inside the Crypt of the
Trinity College Chapel.”
TT: “How did that sound?”
PP: “Absolutely spooky. It
sounded like an echo inside an
echo.”
TT: “Is this your first band, or
have you all played music be-

fore?”
Martin: “This is my first band
in college. I stopped playing
music my Junior year in high
school. My mom was a musician. My entire childhood, the
main message she would pass
down to me was, “Please don’t
want to do music as a career.
You don’t want to do it.” I used
to sit up in my room listening
to music all night, and have
genuinely loved it for as long
as i can remember.”
Chang: “This is my first serious band. I’ve always played
guitar, but this is probably the
most serious I’ve taken music.”
Martin: “My mom is a musician, so I’ve been playing in
groups here or there. Played
some smaller gigs in high
school, but Pakalolo Patrol
is the first band where we’re
playing for people who like to
have fun.”
Rodger: “I was in a band with
four bassists once. It didn’t
last very long, it’s really hard
to make songs with four bassists.”
TT: “How far are you looking to

take Pakalolo Patrol?”
PP: “Music has been a ton
of fun, it’s a great way to relieve stress. Definitely willing
to take it as far is it goes. As

long as the four of us remain
friends, we’ll always be on
patrol. No matter what happens, I know music will be a
part of our lives.”

COURTESY OF Sam Shield ’18
Trinity-based band Pakalolo Patrol performs together last week.
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Hartford Stage Midsummer Casts Time-Honored Spell
TRIP SLAYMAKER ’18
A&E EDITOR
One of the great appeals
of William Shakespeare’s
play is their mutability
across time and location.
As the most performed dramatic canon ever, Shakespeare’s plays have been
set all through history and
on every continent. Devout
purists might scoff at a performance of Macbeth set in
feudal Japan or a modern
Coriolanus, and not without reason: it has become
a rarity to find Shakespeare without an angle.
The Hartford Stage is currently running version of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream
that is striking for that very
reason: there is no additional meaning to be found in
its setting. Director Darko

Tresnjak’s vision for Midsummer is surprisingly,
refreshingly, and at times
frustratingly traditional.
By way of this choice, this
production makes a very
pronounced decision to
steer clear of conceptual
risks. But even without a
daring overhaul, the environment the play presents
is engrossing, lush, compact, and well conceived.
Though its significance
is chronically overblown,
set design does a great deal
for Shakespearian performances. In this production,
a magnificent gatehouse
stands in center stage, too
large to be hidden by a
curtain. The atmosphere
is palatial; the space is absolutely decked out with
topiary shrubs that seem
lifted directly from one of

Kenneth Branagh’s Shakespeare films. The gatehouse
conveys the essential duality of Midsummer, a theme
that manifests most obviously in the divide between
the world of fairies and the
world of mortals. With an
indeterminate time period,
a European setting, and an
orderly space that indicates
the leisure of wealth on all
sides, this version of the play
does not set out to subvert
any expectations. If it is inflected by any outside influence, it is Downton Abbey,
the beloved BBC soap. This
version melded Downton’s
fascination with the glamourous side of class distinction, doubling up actresses as maids in one world
and fairies in the other.
Instead of spending energy on cleverly transfer-

COURTESY OF Trip Slaymaker
The Central gatehouse from the set of Hartford Stage’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream

ring an Elizabethan dramatic structure to a mind
blowing, alternate world,
Tresnjak focuses on minute
details. There is a satisfying unity of movement, an
orderliness that is present
in all moments of the play.
This strict spatial balance
is evocative of the world
of opera, and the musical interludes that pepper
the play are effective and
atmospheric. The greatest strength of Tresnjak’s
Midsummer is its gift for
shorthand: much of the
play’s more subtle emotional material is shown
through movement and
suggestion alone. The excellent cast of the show
is led by Esau Pritchett,
playing Duke Theseus and
Oberon, the fairy king.
Oberon and his estranged
wife Titania (Scarlett Strallen) were never the engine
of this play more than in
this production: Pritchett’s
deep, bone-shaking bass
speaking voice coupled
with Strallen’s airy, electric soprano make them
the most powerful speakers, and therefore the
most powerful characters
in terms of performance.
The four “students”
whose love lives become
crossed and uncrossed
over the course of the five
acts are acted with a more
tongue-in-cheek approach
to their roles. As characters whose principal job is
to be tricked and conned
repeatedly by the spirits of
the forest, these performers
lean into the clownish sides
of their roles, letting the romantic aspects take a back
seat. Tom Pecinka’s Lysander, Jenny Leona’s Hermia,
Fedna Laure Jacquet’s Helena and Damian Jermaine

Thompson’s Demetrius tend
to be more slapstick than
anything else, and their
preference for screwball
delivery shifts the weight
of the play toward comedy
and away from romance.
The most beloved character in Midsummer, and
possibly in all of Shakespeare, is the mischievous
wood sprite known as Puck.
Will Apicella brings a certain bluntness to the role
that is otherwise exactly
as tradition dictates, right
down to the leafy green
garment. Apicella’s Puck
never loses the attention of
the audience, and his balletic, singsong persona is
undoubtedly the heart of
both play and production.
John Lavelle’s take on
the actor and enchanted
donkey Bottom is grating
and extremely over the
top, both attributes that
are essential to the character. Lavelle’s unabashed
scenery chewing is towering and unavoidable, and
there were moments when
the audience likely wished
he were just a few inches
farther from the center of
attention. But with the drier silliness of the rest of his
acting troupe to balance the
full-throttle lunacy of the
role, Lavelle’s all-in performance as the comic relief
to an already richly comic
play lands softly enough.
Thanks to a cast who are
largely trained Shakespeareans, there is a sense of preparedness and confidence
in each performance that
allows the actors to just
have fun. It is this freedom
that finally ensures that A
Midsummer Night’s Dream
as a success. The play will
run until Oct. 8 2017.

album, focusing on astral vocals and an uplifting yet satisfying sound.

It would be perfect for
Sunday afternoon study
music in the library.

Album Review: Knox Fortune Brings New Chicago Sound
ELECTRA WALKER ’19
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The first time I heard
rising
Chicago-native
singer
and
producer,
Knox Fortune, it was
on Chance the Rapper’s
third mixtape, “Coloring
Book,” on the Billboard
hit, “All Night.” In Knox
Fortune’s debut album,
“Paradise,” released Sept.
22, the artist invents his
unique musical identity.
Paradise is a rhythmic
album, simple yet energizing enough for the final days of September.
“Paradise” is truly an
album where one song
effortlessly transitions to
the next, accompanied by
an uptempo beat that eases us in and then pushes
the listener back out. The

overlap of smooth electronic sounds and the old
school tingle of classic
rock makes it a hit. The
album kicks off with, “No
Dancing,” an upbeat song
with a tune perfect for
getting up on your feet. It
is accompanied by a swift
electronic bass. The song
melts into “Lil Thing,”
a love ballad with the
same smooth electronic
bass, synths, and vocals
that speak of love and
lust. Moving in a different direction, Knox Fortune introduces elements
of funk on “24 Hours.”
In the album, Knox
Fortune leads us through
his day, carefully guiding
the listener with sonic
phases and an industrial
voice in “Help Myself,”

about the early morning yawn and starting
the day. The artist then
drives the listener into
a tunnel of sounds and
voices on the next song
“Stars”, which brings
the album deep into outer space. Next comes “I
Don’t Wanna Talk About
It,” and the album continues into its evening phase
with the acoustic sounds
of “Keep You Close.”
The final song on the
artist’s debut album titled “Spill,” brings you
deep into a late summer
night, with a dreamy sequence of instrumentals
and rhythmic vocals. In
this song, it is clear the
artist is learning to let
go. You can hear how
Knox has composed his

COURTESY OF rollingstone.com
Knox Fortune gained acclaim for working with Chance the Rapper

SPORTS

Volleyball Rebounds Against Maine Maritime, Mt. St. Mary
CAM CHOTTINER ’20
STAFF WRITER

COURTESY OF Trinity College Athletics
Trinity Volleyball improved this week with wins against rival teams.

Trinity’s volleyball team
has gotten off to a fluctuating
start during the 2017 season,
but looked to right the ship
with three matchups this weekend. The Bantams first faced
off against Amherst on Friday,
then had a doubleheader on
Saturday against Maine Maritime Academy and Mt. St. Mary
College.
On Friday night, the Bantams were matched up against
a formidable opponent in the
Amherst College Mammoths,
who carried a 6-3 record into
Hartford. The Bantams got
off to a slow start against Amherst, going down 22-11 in the
first set, before closing it out
25-15. In the second set, it was
the Bantams jumping out to a
16-12 lead before forcing Am-

herst to use a timeout to slow
the pace of the game. Unfortunately for Trinity, the timeout
proved useful to the Mammoth
squad as they went on a strong
run, winning the set 25-21. The
third set proved much like the
first, as the Mammoths went
on multiple strong runs, leading to a 25-15 victory, where
the Bantams were closed out in
straight sets. Hanna Engstrom
(’19) led the Bantams in kills
with eight, while co-captain
Rachel Underwood (’19) led in
digs with 14.
The Bantams looked to
reverse their fortunes on Saturday, and get back to .500 on
the season. In the first game
of the doubleheader, Trinity
welcomed Maine Maritime to
the Oosting Gymnasium. In
this non-conference action, the
Bantams were firing on all cylinders, winning both the first

and second sets by a score of
25-20, before closing out the
Maine Maritime squad by a 2519 scoreline in the third set to
win the game in straight sets.
The Bantams were led in kills
by Rachel Underwood with 14.
In the second leg of the Saturday double header, the Bantams matched up against Mt.
St. Mary, attempting to build on
a strong morning performance.
Trinity was clearly the stronger
of the two teams, as the Bantams won the game in straight
sets 25-16, 25-19, 25-14. Three
Bantams: Rachel Underwood
(‘19), Colette Scheffers (’20),
and Wyllie Boughton (’20) led
the team in kills with 7 each.
The Bantams are back in action
on Tuesday, and have a busy
weekend away from home with
two NESCAC clashes against
Wesleyan and Connecticut College on Saturday.

Bantams Destroy the Bates Bobcats 51-0 in Lewiston
NATE CHOUKAS ’18
SPORTS EDITOR

Following their Week 1
stomping of the Colby Mules,
the Trinity College Football
Bantams travelled to Lewiston, Maine to face the Bates
Bobcats this Saturday. Trinity picked up right where they
left off, dusting the hosting
Bobcats 51-0 for their second
blowout victory of the young
season. Throughout the contest, Trinity dominated both
sides of the ball, displaying
how strong the defending
NESCAC champions seem
to be. The Bantams were led
by quarterback and captain
Sonny Puzzo ’18, who picked
apart the Bates secondary in
the first half. Puzzo spread
the ball effectively, hitting 4
different Bantams for touchdowns, as he threw for 192
yards and 4 scores on the
day.
Trinity began the onslaught in the first quarter,
when Dominique Seagears
(’18) returned an interception 13 yards for a touchdown. Bates gave the ball
back quickly after going
three and out. An impressive 51-yard punt return by
John Spears (’19) set up running back Max Chipouras
(’19), who took a 16-yard
run to pay dirt. The Bantam defense would continue
to stop Bates possession after possession, setting up 2
touchdown tosses from Puzzo – one to fullback Clifford
David (’18), and another to
freshman Jonathan Girard
(’21). Both scores marked
first career touchdowns for
David and Girard, as the
Bantams closed out a superb

first quarter 31-0.
In the second quarter,
Bates battled hard on defense, keeping Trinity out of
the end zone for much of the
period. With 5:53 remaining in the half, Puzzo found
running back Joe Samuelman (’20) on a 31-yard pass
into the endzone. During the
next possession, Puzzo found
the endzone again, this time
connecting with first year
wideout Dakota Foster (’21).
Foster’s first touchdown as
a Bantam sent Trinity into
halftime with a commanding
45-0 lead.
The second half was
played at a slower pace with
the only score coming late,
when Brad Whitman (’19),
who took over for Puzzo, connected with Matt LaPorta
(’19) for a 9-yard touchdown,
making the score 51-0. The
touchdown toss to LaPorta
marked the seventh Bantam to score a touchdown,
a testament to the depth of
this team. The defense held
strong all day, with 13 players contributing with multiple tackles. Seniors Dago
Picon-Roura (’18) and Brandon Blaise (’18) made seven
and five tackles, respectively,
while first years Matt McCarthy (‘21) and Xavier Francis
made seven and six.The Bantams return to Hartford this
Saturday, Sept. 30, to face
the Williams College Ephs.
Trinity will look to extend
its 11 game winning streak
carrying back to last season,
as they vie for another NESCAC Championship in 2017.
Come get loud in the student
section and show your support for the Bants!

COURTESY OF Trinity College Athletics
Tri-Captain Sonny Puzzo ‘18 turned in a dominant performance, throwing for 4 touchdowns and 192 yards.

Trinity College

Inside Sports:
Volleyball &
Football

Men’s Soccer Drops Two, Women’s Soccer Wins

COURTESY OF Trinity College Athletics
This past weekend, Women’s Soccer picked up their first conference win against the Colby College Mules. Tricia Pollack ‘20 scored the game winner.

continued from page 1
This past Sunday, the
Bantams suffered their second loss to in-conference opponent Colby College, 2-0.
Cody Savonen (’18) recorded the lone Bantam shot
on goal. Goalkeeper Mateo
Zabala blocked three shots
in the game, despite suffering the loss. The Bantams
outshot the Mules 9-8, and
had an 8-6 margin in corner
kicks. Colby managed to
convert two opportunities
in the first half to emerge
with a victory. Men’s soccer fell to 1-5, with four of

the losses being against
conference match-ups. The
Bantams will take the field
against state rivals Connecticut College on Tuesday,
hoping to defeat the Camels
on their home turf.
Women’s soccer came
out of last week with a tie
and a victory. In their first
matchup against out of
conference opponent Emerson College, Trinity nearly
broke through with a goal
in the 62nd minute when
Amelia Kroschwitz (’21)
almost scored on a shot
just outside the left post.
Another opportunity came
in the 75th minute when

back Rhone O’Hara’s (’20)
free kick soared just above
the crossbar and the outstretched hands of the Emerson goalkeeper. There
was no shortage of chances
for the Bantams during regulation as they outshot Emerson 14-2. In both 10-minute overtimes, the Bantams
took two close shots on goal
but failed to convert. Forward Samantha March (’21)
was all over the field for the
Bantams, recording a gamehigh six shots on net. In the
second overtime, the Bantams could not capitalize on
two corner kick opportunities, ultimately settling for

a 0-0 tie.
The Bantams got their
first conference victory
against Colby College this
past Saturday. Tricia Pollock (’20) scored what was
ultimately the game-winning goal 40 seconds into
the second half to defeat the
Mules 1-0. Trinity outshot
the Mules 10-5 and earned
seven corner kicks in the
game, compared to just one
by their opponents. Tri-captain goalie Julia Pitino (’18)
earned her second shutout
in a row, a great sign of success to come for the veteran
team leader. The Bantams
nearly took the lead in the

Bantam Sports This Week:
Sat.

Sun.

Men’s Golf - NESCAC Fall Qualifier @
Indian Hill CC Newington, CT

Men’s Golf - NESCAC Fall Qualifier @
Indian Hill CC Newington, CT

Football vs. Williams
1:30 pm

Field Hockey @ University of NE
12:00 pm

first half when they earned
a penalty kick during the
37th minute, but the Mules
stopped Alexa Barbaresi’s
(’18) shot. Pollock’s goal
came within the first minute of the second half when
Samantha March sent a
cross from the right side to
Pollock who converted with
a decisive goal. Trinity’s defense, led by the trio of Alexa Barbaresi, tri-captain
Sarah Connors (’18) and
Kelly Lucas (’20), held Colby to just two shots on net
the entire game. With this
win, Trinity women’s soccer
improves to 2-4-1.

